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Vision of Civil Engineering Department 

 The department of Civil Engineering strives to produce qualified engineers, researchers and 
professionals to serve the society with sustainable development. 

 

Mission of Civil Engineering Department 

 To provide quality education and prepare competitive graduates for successful 
career in Civil Engineering. 

 To develop research opportunities that creates competent professionals who are 
trained in the design and development of environment friendly Civil Engineering 
system. 
 

Program Educational Objectives 

 Graduates of Civil Engineering Program will be prepared to take the challenges in the field of 
Civil Engineering 

 To provide Graduates with a sound Knowledge in mathematical, scientific and Civil 
Engineering fundamentals required to solve engineering problems and also to pursue higher 
studies. 

 To train students with good scientific and engineering breadth in Construction industry & many 
field of Civil Engineering. 

 To build the confidence of students leading to professional and ethical integrity, effective 
communication skill, leadership, so that they can apply engineering knowledge for betterment 
of society. 

 To provide a good competitive learning environment so that graduates of Civil Engineering 
will be ready to meet the needs of Indian and multinational construction industries. 

 

Program specific outcomes 

The students are able to demonstrate: 

 The knowledge of planning and designing of the system components for building planning, 
transportation, water resources, estimating, costing and scheduling the construction processes. 

 The fundamental knowledge of analysis and design of various structures with an understanding 
of associated safety, quality and economy. 

 The knowledge of field data collection and material characterization to provide constructive 
and creative engineering solutions that reflect social and environmental sensitivities 

 

Lab outcomes 

On completion of course student will be able to  

1. Use commands of auto cad. 
2. Create drawing require at site. 
3. Compare dimension of different parts in structure. 
4. Create drawing required to submit to sanctioning authorities. 
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Mandatory instructions for students 
 

1. Students should report to the labs concerned as per the timetable 
2. Record should be updated from time to time and the previous practical must be signed by the 

faculty in charge concerned before attending the lab. 
3. Students who turn up late to the labs will in no case be permitted to perform the practical 

scheduled for the day. 
4. When the practical is completed, students should shut down the setup made by them, and put 

the switches off. 
5. Any damage of the equipment or burnout of components will be viewed seriously either by 

putting penalty. 
6. Students should be present in the labs for the total scheduled duration. 
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Subject :- 20UCI310L – Computer Aided Drawing lab Manual 
 

Sr Name Of Practical 
Page.No 

1. Introduction to AutoCAD  5 

2. To learn the command like, File management, Line, Co-ordinate system, 
Limits, Grid and snap, Rectangle 

6 

3. To learn the command like Circle, Ellipse, Ellipse arc, Drafting settings, 
Modify Tools ( Offset, Trim, Extend, Mirror, Copy, Divide, Measure) 

8 

4. To learn the command like Polygon, Layer, Layer properties manager, 
Line type, Line weight, Colour, Property, Quick property, Match property, 
Modify tools ( Array, Fillet, Move, Chamfer, Lengthen, Rotate, Stretch, 
Scale, Inquiry command- Distance, Paste and paste block, Join, Insert) 

9 

5. To learn the command like Construction lines, Modify tools ( Hatch, 
gradient, break), Text ( M text, SI ), Leader, Dimension, Dimension style, 
Edit dimension 

11 

6. To prepare single line plan of residential and public building 12 

7. To prepare double line plan of residential and public building 14 
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INTRODUCTION 

Computer Aided Drafting is a process of preparing a drawing of an object on the 
screen of a computer. There are various types of drawings in different fields of 
engineering and sciences. In the field of civil engineering, plans and layouts of the 
buildings are prepared. In the field of electrical engineering, the layouts of power 
distribution system are prepared. In the fields of mechanical or aeronautical 
engineering, the drawings of machine components and the layouts of them are 
prepared. In all fields of engineering use of computer is made for drawing and 
drafting. 
 
The use of CAD process provides enhanced graphics capabilities which allows any 
designer to 

• Conceptualize his ideas 

• Modify the design very easily 

• Perform animation 

• Make design calculations 

• Use colors, fonts and other aesthetic features. 

 

BENEFITS OF CAD: 

 
The implementation of the CAD system provides variety of benefits to the 
industries in design and production as given below: 

 
1. Improved productivity in drafiting 
2. Shorter preparation time for drawing 
3. Reduced man power requirement 
4. Customer modifications in drawing are easier 
5. More efficient operation in drafting 
6. Low wastage in drafting 
7. Minimized transcription errors in drawing 
8. Improved accuracy of drawing 
 

LIMITATIONS OF CAD 

 
1. 32 – bit word computer is necessary because of large amount of computer memory and 
time 
2. The size of the software package is large 
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3. Skill and judgment are required to prepare the drawing 
4. Huge investment 

 

STARTING WITH ACAD 

 
CAD uses four basic elements for preparation of any drawing: 

1. Line 
2. Curves 
3. Text 
4. Filling point. 
 
Computer Aided Drafting is done by the operator by placing the mouse pointer by 
placing the mouse pointer at the desired location and then executing the command 
to draw the graphic elements using different methods. 

 
Advanced computer aided drafting packages utilize four areas on the screen. 
 
1. Drawing Area 
2. Command Area 
3. Menu Area 
4. Tool boxes 
 
FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The following procedure is used for this purpose 

 
1. From the File menu or from the standard tool bar, choose New 
2. In the start up dialog box, choose Use a wizard, and select Advanced wizard 
3. Choose OK 
4. In the Advanced Setup Dialog box, Select Title Block. 
5. Select Title Block Description and Title Block file Name from the lists and then 
choose Add. 
6. In the Select Title Block File dialog box, Select a title block, then choose open 
7. In the Advanced Setup dialog box, a sample of that title is displayed. 
8. Choose Done 
 

CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM 

AutoCAD allows you to define the placement of a point using two different 
coordinate systems. The Cartesian (rectangular) Coordinate System uses the “x” 
distance (left/right) and the “y” distance (up/down). The Polar Coordinate System 
uses the distance between points (length or magnitude) and the angle (direction or 
vector). The system you use will depend upon the information you have. 
Rectangular coordinates are typically used when you know your grid positions. 
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Polar coordinates are typically used when you know the exact angle between two 
points, along with the distance. 

 

 

 

LIMITS 

 
This sets and controls the drawing boundaries. 
At the command prompt, enter limits 
ON/OFF/<LOWER LEFT CORNER> <current>: Specify a point, enter on or 
off, orpresenter. 
 

Grid and snap 

For all isometric figures right click GRID in drafting tool bar <setting> change grid snap to 
ISOMETRIC SNAP. And check ORTHO ON 
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DRAWING TOOLS: 

 
Goto menu bar->select tools->tool bars->Autocad->select Draw 

1. Line: command (L) Creates straight line segments. 
 

2. Construction line (XL) Creates a construction line of infinite length. Xlines 
are useful for creating construction and reference lines, and for trimming 
boundaries. 
 

3. Poly line (PL) Creates a 2D polyline, a single object that is composed of line 
and arc segments. A 2D polyline is a connected sequence of segments created 
as a single planar object. You can create straight line segments, arc segments, 
or a combination of the two. 
 

4. CIRCLE: command (C) Creates a circle. Center Point Draws a circle based 
on a center point and a diameter or a radius. Radius Defines the radius of the 
circle. Enter a value, or specify a point. For example: Diameter Defines the 
diameter of the circle. Enter a value, or specify a second point. 
 

5. POLYGON ( POL) Creates an equilateral closed polyline. You can specify 
the different parameters of the polygon including the number of sides. The 
difference between the inscribed and circumscribed options is shown. 
 

6.  RECTANGLE (REC) Creates a rectangular polyline. 
 

7. ARC (A) Creates an arc. To create an arc, you can specify combinations of 
center, endpoint, start point, radius, angle, chord length, and direction values. 
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Arcs are drawn in a counter clockwise direction by default. Hold down the 
Ctrl key as you drag to draw in a clockwise direction. 
 

8. Spline (SPL) Creates a smooth curve that passes through or near a set of fit 
points, or that is defined by the vertices in a control frame. SPLINE creates 
curves called nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS), referred to as splines 
for simplicity. Splines are defined either with fit points, or with control 
vertices. By default, fit points coincide with the spline, while control vertices 
define a control frame. Control frames provide a convenient method to shape 
the spline. Each method has its advantages.  

 

 

 

 

 

MODIFYING TOOLS:  

 

Tools->Tool bar->AutoCad->Modify 

1. Erase (E) Removes objects from a drawing. You can erase selected objects 
from the drawing. This method does not move objects to the Clipboard, 
where they can then be pasted to another location. If you are working with 
3D objects, you can also erase sub objects such as faces, meshes, and 
vertices. Instead of selecting objects to erase, you can enter an option, such as 
L to erase the last object drawn, p to erase the previous selection set, or ALL 
to erase all objects. 
 

2. Copy (CO) Copies objects a specified distance in a specified direction. 
 

3. MOVE(M) Moves objects a specified distance in a specified direction. Use 
coordinates, grid snaps, object snaps, and other tools to move objects with 
precision. 
 

4. MIRROR(MI) Creates a mirrored copy of selected objects. You can create 
objects that represent half of a drawing, select them, and mirror them across a 
specified line to create the other half. 
 

5. OFFSET(O) Creates concentric circles, parallel lines, and parallel curves. 
You can offset an object at a specified distance or through a point. After you 
offset objects, you can trim and extend them as an efficient method to create 
drawings containing many parallel lines and curves. 
 

6. ARRAY (AR) Creates copies of objects arranged in a pattern. 
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7. TRIM(TR) Trims objects to meet the edges of other objects. 

 
8. EXTEND(EX) Extends objects to meet the edges of other objects. To extend 

objects, first select the boundaries. Then press Enter and select the objects 
that you want to extend. To use all objects as boundaries, press Enter at the 
first Select Objects prompt. 
 

9. FILLET (F) Rounds and fillets the edges of objects. F ENTER R ENTER 
THE RADIUS ENTER, SELECT FIRST EDGE, SELECT THE SECOND 
EDGE. 

 

 

 

 

DRAW COMMANDS 

 
LINE: 

 
A line is specified by giving its two end points or first point and the distance of line 
along with its angle of inclination. A line can be drawn by using two commands. 

 
Command line  

Specify first point: Specify a point (1). 
Specify next point or [Undo]: Specify a point (2)  
The second point can be indicated by @d<a Where d is the distance of line and a is 
the angle of inclination in degrees. 
 

RECTANGLE:  

A rectangle can be drawn by LINE command or by Rectangle command. The 
PLINE command also allows for drawing of hollow or filled rectangle.  

A SOLID command is also used for drawing of filled rectangles. 

1. RECTANGLES: draws a rectangular polyline. At the command prompt, enter 
rectangle. First corner: specify point (1) Other corner: specify point (2) 

 

LINETYPE 
 
Creates, loads, and sets linetypes. The LINETYPE command defines line characteristics 
consisting of dashes, dots, and spaces. 
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Format menu: Linetype or Command line: linetype 

 

HATCH 
 
This fills an area with a pattern.  
HATCH fills the specified hatch boundary with non-associative hatch. 
A non –associative hatch is not updated when its boundaries are modified. a hatch 
boundary consists of an object or objects that completely enclose an area. 
At the command prompt, enter hatch. Pattern (? Or name/ U, style) <current>: enter 
a predefined pattern name, enter u, enter? Or press enter. 

 

TEXT 

 The text in software is indicated by font’s .the fonts define the shapes of the 
text characters that make up each character set. In AUTOCAD, you can use true type fonts in 
addition to AUTOCAD’s own compiled shape (SHX) fonts. 
A font is indicated by various parameters like 

i. Style :these are four types: normal,bold,italic,underline 
ii. Size: this is the size of characters 
iii. Colour: there are facilities to colour the characters selecting layer. 
iv. Type: different types of fonts may be used 
 
Rectangular Array: In this, the object is arranged in an array of rows and columns. 
At the command prompt: type ARRAYRECT or select the option from MODIFY 
toolbar. It asks you to select objects. Select the object and press enter. By default, it 
shows an array of 3 rows and 4 columns. The no. of rows and columns can be 
changed by selecting the COUnt option (OR) by selecting COLUMNS and ROWS 
options separately 
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Path Array: In this, an object is arranged in a specified path. 
At the command prompt: type ARRAYPATH or select the option from MODIFY 
toolbar. 
Then select object to be arrayed. Then select the path through which the object is 
made to be arrayed. 
 

 

 

 

Single Line Plan Residential Building 
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Single Line Plan Public Building 
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Double Line Plan Residential Building 
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Double Line Plan Public Building 

 

 


